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The compactness method to weighted spaces is extended to prove the following 
theorem: 
Let Hi,,(B,) be the weighted Sobolev space on the unit ball in R” with norm 
Let n- 2<s < n. Let u E [Hi,,(B,)nLw(B,)j” be a solution of the nonlinear 
elliptic system 
A?@, u) D’u,D’wh dx = 0, 
VvE IC,@,)l”~ where lAyI < L, Af,f are uniformly continuous functions of their 
arguments and satisfy: 
Then there exists an R,, O< R, < 1, and an a, O<a< 1, along with a set ficB, 
such that 
(1) H,-,(R) = 0, 
(2) R does not contain the origin; R does not contain B, I, 
(3) B, - Cl is open, 
(4) u is Lip,(B, -Q); u is Lip, B,, 
INTRODUCTION 
In the 1960s De-Giorgi, Moser, Morrey et al., proved regularity theorems 
for quasi-linear elliptic partial differential equations with measurable coef- 
ficients. Such results of everywhere regularity did not seem to extend to 
elliptic systems in more than two dimensions. Later a host of counterex- 
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amples showed that the best one could expect was partial regularity, that is, 
regularity except on small sets. 
In [3] Morrey modified a compactness technique of Almgren from the 
theory of varifolds to prove a partial regularity result for elliptic systems. 
This compactness method was simplified and generalized in the classic and 
lovely paper of Giusti-Miranda [2]. 
They show that one can expect at best partial regularity of the solutions; 
the singular support has vanishing Hausdorf n - 2 measure. Understanding 
the nature of the singular set is a major open question in elliptic theory. 
In previous work [4,5] (cf. [ 11) the author extended the De-Giorgi 
estimates to a class of weighted Sobolev spaces with negative radial power 
weights. These estimates give a removable singularity theorem for a class of 
elliptic equations with rough coefficients blowing up at the origin in the unit 
ball of R”. This result also implies a regularity theorem for elliptic equations, 
degenerate at infinity, in unbounded domains of R”. 
In this paper we extend such removable singularity results to a system of 
elliptic equations with rough coefficients blowing up at the origin in R”. A 
solution in these weighted Sobolev spaces defined on the unit ball still has a 
singular set of Hausdorf n - 2 measure zero but the origin is not in the 
singular set. Such solutions are regular in a sufficiently small ball about the 
origin. 
The method is an extension of the lovely method by Giusti-Miranda [2] 
to these weighted spaces. The major obstacles are the need for weighted 
Sobolev inequalities (cf. [5, 7, 11) recently proved by the author and others, 
the need for a Rellich compactness theorem for these spaces proved here, 
and the need for a stronger Morrey estimate at the origin proved here. With 
these results the method of [2] works. This regularity result has applications 
to nonlinear electromagnetics in unbounded domains to be discussed 
elsewhere. 
1. NOTATION 
We denote by B, a ball in R” of radius R centered at the origin. We 
denote by /] ]I:,, the norm given by 
where 0 <s < n. The completion of Cm(B1) in this norm is Hi,,(B,); the 
The completion of C”(B,) in the norm 
by L2,s(BR). We also have the vector 
of N-vectors with components in the above spaces. 
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We denote by [u]~ the average [u]~ = (l/IBRI) s,, u dx and by [u),,, the 
weighted average [u],,, = (l/lB, I) (,,( l/r’) u dx. 
H n z denotes n - 2 Hausdorff measure. The ball B r occurs so many times 
that we often denote B, by B. 
2. STATEMENT OF MAIN THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2.1 (An estimate for linear systems). Let v E [H:,,(B,O)]N be 
a solution of the elliptic system 
where 
n--2<s<n, vv E IG&JV~ O<R,<l, lAyl<L 
and where AfiK is measurable and satisfies the ellipticity condition 
Let 0 < p < R, then there exists a /I’, 0 < /3 < 1 such that 
. n 
\‘ 6 lDiv,12 dx< Cpn-*+*~. -- 
B,i=l h&l 
Remark. When s = 0, and n - 2 + 2/? is replaced by p, this estimate is 
well known and due to Widman 181. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Rellich compactness in weighted spaces). Let 0 < R < 1. 
Let (uK) be a sequence in H:,,(B,) and let this sequence be uniformly 
bounded in Hi,, norm. Then, there is a subsequence that converges in 
L,.,(B,d. 
THEOREM 2.3 (Removable singularity theorem for nonlinear 
systems). Let u be a solution in [Hi,,(Bl)n Lm(B,)IN of the elliptic 
nonlinear system 
J 
- 1 ;- 
s- 81 r
f Ay(x, u) Diu,D-$/i/, dx = 0, VW E G(BAIN 
i,j=l h.K=l 
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withn-2<s<n, where(Ap]<L,AF are uniformly continuous functions 
of their arguments and 
then there is a number R,, 0 < R, < 1, and a subset 0 of B, such that: 
(1) the origin does not belong to a; B,, is disjoint from 0. 
(2) Hn-*(Q) = 0. 
(3) There exists a number a, 0 < a < L, such that u E Lipu(BR, - Q) 
and u E Lip,(B, ,). 
(4) B, - fi is open. 
3. AN ESTIMATE FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Now we prove an estimate for linear systems by extending the Widman 
hole-filling technique to weighted spaces. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given n - 2 < s < n. Let 0 < R, < 1 and v E [IYZ:,,(B,J]~ 
be a solution of the elliptic system 
where 1 A v 1 < L A y measurable and where A F satisfies the ellipticity con- 
dition 
Thenforallp,O<p<R,,wehave 
i,.$, f ]D’v,]*dx<Cp”-*+*s forsome /3,0</?< 1. 
Proof Let w,=v,- [VI,, where T=BRO-BR0,4 and [vlT=(l/ITI) 
I, v(x) dx. Then we have 
I 2 A y(x) D’w,D$, dx = 0, Vv E G(&,JN. BRo i,j= 1 h,K= 1 
Let 4(r) E CT(B,J be a “friendly” function 4 = 1 for 0 < r < R,/4, $ = 0 for 
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;R, < r < R, and [@#I < (K/R,) 2, K > 0, Vj. Let yK = 4’~~. Then, DjvK = 
(2@Dj9) wx + qh2Djw, and 
A y(x)(Diwh) #‘(ojw,) dx 
i i A3x)2#(09) w,D’w,dx/. 
i,j=l h,K=l 
Letting T = BRo - BRo,4 we obtain 
<jr; 9 5 f IUy(x) w,( . (D’w,Jdx 
i,j=l r h,K=l 
Now since Ro/4 < r < R,, 
we have shown 
J BRo/4 f i 2 i=l h=l ID’w,(‘dx,<C,j $- 2 flD’w,‘dx. T tc, hzl 
Now we till in the hole (Widman’s trick). Add C, times the left-hand side 
to both sides: 
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Letting Q(R) = s,,( l/r”) Cf= r Cf= r (D’w,]’ dx we obtain 
It follows by iteration that 
Q@> < CP” forsome a,O<a<1,andallp,O<p<R,<1. 
Now we have that (since 0 < p < 1): 
1 ” n, “, 
7 
P 1 





\‘ + jDiwhj2 dx < CpaiS 
B, ,?, h=, 
<cPn-2+2D where /I=;, 
since s > n - 2. Since D’w, = Div,,, we have 
! ’ 9 f lDivh12 dx< Cpn-2+28. B,i=l h=l Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let u(x) in Hi,,(B,) be a solution of the system of 
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 < t < 1, 0 < R, < 1. Then, there exists a constant C 
independent of z such that 
J 1 u - [z&O12 dx < 2Cr”, BR”T 
where a = 20 and B is the constant of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 by Poincare’s inequality. 
4, SOME COMPACTNESS LEMMAS 
Here we prove technical lemmas useful in the later sections (cf. [2]). 
LEMMA 4.1 (Elliptic estimate). Let a?(x) be measurable functions in B, 
satisfying the conditions 
IaFI <L (i,j= 1 .a. n; h, K = 1 .a. N), 
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where 0 < s < n. Then there exists a constant C(L, n, N) such that if 
u E H:,,(B,) is a solution of the system 
-!-a?(x) D’u,(x) Djy/,(x) dx = 0, vy/ E [C#2n>J‘“. 
Then for every p, R (0 < p < R < 1) we have 
Proox Essentially the same as that of Lemma 1 of 121. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4 2 Let ay(“’ (v = 1, 2,...) be a sequence of measurable . . 
functions satisfying: Let B = B, . 
and let the sequence a:,!“” 
the two conditions above. 
converge a.e. in B to the function a;: satisfying 
Let ucL’) be a sequence in [H:::OC(B) f~ L>,,(B)]” such that (Iu(r’)IJ2.s < M, 
3,\,, > 0 and such that 
^ 1 J s af”““(x) D’u~“Djy/, dx = 0 
i,j=l h,K=l R r 
(0 < s < n) 
then u belongs to [H:;,$‘“(B) ]” and for each p, 0 ( p ( 1 
strongly in [Li(B,,)lN, 






G (x) Dju, D’y/, dx = 0, 
rs 
Vy/ E [C;(B,>]“. 
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ProoJ Since the u(“’ are uniformly bounded in [L$?)IN it follows from 
the elliptic estimate of Corollary 1, that for fixed p < 1, the sequence D’u”” 
is uniformly norm bounded and thus weakly convergent in [L,Z(B,)IN. It 
follows from the weighted compactness theorem (Theorem 2.2) that the 
sequence u(“) converges strongly to u in (L:(B,)IN. 
We prove the final assertion. Consider 
A yp, I//) - A(u, ly) = A(u’“’ - u, w) + A(“yd”), w) - A@‘“‘? v/l* 
Since lim,, wm D’(u(“)) = Diu, we have that lim,,, A(u’“’ - U, w) = 0 while 
x ) Dur’I 1 Djlyl dx. 
Let p < 1 be such that supp w c B, 
IA(“‘(u(“‘, w> - A (u(‘), w)l 
Now, by the elliptic estimate of Lemma 4.1 it follows that A(“)(u(“), y) - 
A(d”‘, v) -+ 0, thus lim,,, A(“)(u(“), w) = A(u, w). Now our conclusion is 
obvious. 
5. A RELLICH COMPACTNESS THEOREM FOR Hi,,(B) 
We prove a version of the Rellich compactness theorem for Sobolev 
spaces with negative power weights. At no loss of generality we will assume 
R = 1. First, we need 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Q be a cube in B, with edges of length d > 0. If 
u E P(Q), then 
1 1 -u*dx<d-“C 1jo$udxj2+d2Cjo$l$,Diu,2dx, Q rs 
where C is a geometric onstant independent of u. 
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where [a],,, = (l/l Q]) j&l/r”) u dx for all u in H:,,(Q). 
Since u E Cm(Q), we can apply the weighted Poincare inequality. Let 
u’o = (l/l Q ]) j,( l/rs) u dx. Now 
i 
o&u-zio)*dx<Cd* i j &liulzdx. 
i=l Qr 











Now throw away the second right-hand term. We get 
J ;$U*dx<2~Q~C:,+Cd* i j &liu12dx. i=l Qr 
Since zZQ = (l/l Q]) s,( l/r”) U* dx this proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Now we prove the Rellich theorem. At no loss of generality we will 
assume R = 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let {u,} be a sequence in Hi,,(B,) and let this sequence be 
bounded in the Hl,,(B,) norm. Then there is a subsequence of {u,) which 
converges strongly in L,+,(B,). 
Proof: Extend each u, to B, by letting u, be zero outside of B, . Let M = 
suPK]lI dl”; ,(B,J. 
Let E > 0 ‘and choose an integer N so large that (&4*/N’) C < e/2, where C 
is the constant appearing in Lemma 5.1. Enclose the unit ball B, by the unit 
square and partition the unit square into squares Qa (i = 1,2,..., N*) of 
length l/N. 
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Since {uK} is bounded in the Hilbert space Hi,,@,), there is a subse- 
quence (which we also denote by {u,}) that converges weakly in Hi,,Y(B,) 
and thus {uK) converges weakly in all Hi,,(&). 
Now, for each Q6 the characteristic function x(Qi.) of QL, is in H:,,(Q,). 
Thus there is an integer J such that if k, 1> J, then 
IJ iIf [uk - u,] dx I* < &/2N*“, Vi, i = 1, 2 ,..., N*. 
Fix Q6 and apply Lemma 5.1 with u = uk - U, and Q = Qi,. Adding up 
over the index i, we get: If 
Thus the subsequence given here is a Cauchy sequence in L,,,(B,). 
Q.E.D. 
6. REGULARITY FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
Here we prove our removable singularity result (Theorem 2.3) for the 
solution u of the system. Let 
A(u,y)= 2 x u) Diu,DjiyK dx = 0, n-2<s<n. 
i,j=l n,K=l 
VvE [CA(B)]“, where u E [Hi,,(B)nL”(B)]“, and where ]Ar] <L and 
ll4lm GM 
2 T”- Ayy;g>([l*, 
i,j=l h,SZl 
V( E R”“. 
DEFINITION. Let V(u, R) = l/R” sBR I u(x) - [u], ]* dx, where 
[u]~ = o,‘R -’ jB, u(x) dx. 
To carry out the proof, we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. For each r (0 < z < 1) there exist two positive constants 
E,, = E~(z, n, N, L), 2, = l?,,(z, n, N, L) with 0 < d, < 1 for 0 < R < I?, if u E 
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[fug) f--a ~“OWI” is a solution the system above and if V(u, R) < E:; then 
V(u, TR) < 2C(n, N, 15) ra V(u, R) 
where a is the positive constant of Corollary 1. 
ProoJ: Assume the conclusion is false. Then there is a r (0 < r < 1); a 
sequence E,. -+ 0, a sequence R,. + 0, and a sequence u(I’) E [H:,,(B) n 
L”(B)]” f 1 t’ o so u tons of the system above such that 
V(u ““, R,.) = cf., V(u”“, rR,.) > 2Ct”~f.. 
Denote [u(“)]~ by a:) for a simple notation. Now let w”“(y) = 
F~:‘[u(“)(R, y) Lui“], where 0 < ) y] < 1. 
We prove a sublemma. 
SUBLEMMA (Passing to some subsequence). We have 
v(w’L’), 1) = 1 and lim e w(“) = 0 a.e. t.--rm ‘, 
ProoJ We have 
V(w “‘I, 1) = E’Iz/B, [ [ucL’)(R,, y) - u;:,‘] - [u’“‘(R, y) - u;;~],]* dy, 
since [ u”“(R,.( y)) - u:‘], = s,, u’“)(R” y) - u:! dy = 0 it follows that 
V(w , (“) 1) = 1. This proves the first assertion. Now we prove that for some 
subsequence lim,,, E,. w(“) + 0 a.e. Now since (] E, w(“) (J1,LII converges to zero 
Vr , the sequence E,, w (“) has a subsequence that converges to zero almost 
everywhere. This proves the second assertion. Q.E.D. 
Now that the sublemma is proved, we continue the proof of Lemma 6.1. 
Recall that V(u(I’), zR,,) > 2Cr”&f,. Claim: V(w(“), zR,) > 2Cz”. 
Proof of Claim. Recall that V(u”‘, zR,,) > 2&“&z. By change of 
variables we have 
vu (I-‘, tR,,) = cf. V(w(“), T) 
and hence 
V(w’“‘, z) > 2Cr". 
proving the claim. 
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Now we have 
Since JB,( l/rs) ( w(“’ ]’ dy = 1, pass to a weakly convergent subsequence, 
i.e., a subsequence such that 
WC”) -+ w 
Recall that E, w(“) + 0. 
weakly in [L:(B)IN. 
Now because the A? are uniformly continuous functions, we have 
AF(uk”,‘) + bh,K, a.e. 
By Lemma 4.2 we have that w E [N:,,(B)IN and is a solution of 
Thus by Corollary 3.1 
But since V(w(“), t) > 2Ct”, it follows that V(w, s) > 2Cr”. This 
contradiction shows that 
V(u, rR) < 2Cz” V(u, R). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let f be in B, with .? # 0. Let 0 < R < & < lf\/2. Let 
_V;(u, R) = (l/R”) jR(i,R) I u - u:,~ I* dx, where z+,~ = (l/W, RI) .f,,;,,, u dx. 
Then the conclusion of Lemma 6.1 holds with _V(u, R) replaced by yi(u, R) 
and with 0 < I?,, < 1 al/2. 
ProoJ Consider the proof of Lemma 4 in [2]. If we assume 
VCE RnR. (**I 
the proofs of Lemmas 1, 3, 4 in [2] still work with C depending on L/k Let 
A”;! = A iF”/rs. 
Now if 2 # 0, AtF/r” satisfies the hypothesis (**) with L/n = 1 and thus 
the result follows by Lemma 4 of [2]. Since L/I = 1 the constant C is 
independent of 2. Q.E.D. 
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Let u be a solution in [H~.,(B,)nL”O(B,)]“’ of the system 
Where ]A y ] ,< L, with 
at no loss of generality assume that 1 u IL” < M. 
Now making strong use of the fact that u E Hi,,, we have 
LEMMA 6.3. Given E, > 0, there is an RO, R”, > 0 such that if 0 < R < 
I?,,< 1, then_V((u,R)<q,. 
ProoJ: 
where we have used the weighted Poincare inequality. 
Since s>n-2 we have that RS+‘-“\O as R\O. Since _V((u,R)< 
Rsi2-* Ilulliqs. We are done. Q.E.D. 
Now armed with these lemmas we prove our removable singularity result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Choose kO, 0 <R, < I?,, so small that if 
O<R <I?,, then V(u, R) < 8,. There is a 6, 0 < 6 < 1, such that if 
/x - O] < 6, then V,(U, R) < E,, as well. Now the proof follows exactly as in 
121 from line (2.21). Q.E.D. 
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